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SHOCK COMPUTATIONS WITH ADAPTIVE MESH 
REFINEMENT AND MOVING GRIDS 
E. J. KANSA 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550, U.S.A. 
Al~traet--Highly accurate shock wave problems are presented using a combination of numerical 
techniques. The new feature of this scheme is the treatment of discontinuities (shocks or contact surfaces) 
which are replaced by approximate step functions. These approximations permit he solution of the Euler 
equations within the discontinuity and permits a convenient way of treating source terms within a 
discontinuity. The strong conservative law form is used throughout. 
An explicit moving grid technique is used in which a moving frame is found in which the conservation 
law equations appear stationery in a least squares ense. In this moving frame, it is possible to drastically 
reduce or eliminate the temporal truncation errors. Thus, the same time integration scheme can be used 
throughout the computational domain in the discontinuous as well as continuous regions. 
For accurate physics of wave interactions, a nonlinear Riemann solver is applied. In conjunction with 
the Riemann solver as new waves from such interactions are created, an adaptive mesh refinement scheme 
injects new mesh points automatically to define a post collision wave structure. 
Results are presented for the shock tube problem, the von Neumann spherical blast wave, Noh's 
spherical shock problem, shock interactions with a set-up and step-down contact discontinuity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although the numerical simulation of gas dynamics is widely used, difficulties still remain in 
accurately treating shocks and contact surfaces. Some of the recent methods which have received 
attention are the moving finite element (MFE) approach of Miller and Miller [1], Miller [2] and 
Gelinas et al. [3], the piecewise parabolic method (PPM) of Woodward and Colella [4, 5], the 
method of Roe [6] and the adaptive mesh refinement echnique of Berger and Oliger [7] and 
Hedstrom and Rodrigue [8]. 
This paper has selectively incorporated the best features of several schemes with new approaches 
for handling discontinuities and moving grids. Highly accurate initial conditions and wave collision 
states are obtained using a nonlinear Riemann solver. Wave interactions are readily handled by 
using an adaptive mesh refinement scheme which allows the number of grid points to vary between 
wave interactions. 
2. THE T IME-MARCHING SCHEME 
In this section, the formalism for the time-integration scheme in a moving frame for 1-D partial 
differential equations (PDEs) is presented. For convenience of notation, the PDEs in cartesian 
geometry will be worked out in detail. Problems in cylindrical or spherical geometries can be readily 
modified. 
The general form of the conservation equations in the laboratory frame are the inviscid Euler 
equations having the general form 
O~ OF=o 
O--t- + c3x (1) 
where 
and 
C.A.M.W,A. 15/~-g--N 
--- [p, m, E] r (2) 
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p is the pressure from the ideal gas equation of state, m = pu; E is the total energy per unit volume 
given by 
? is the ratio of the specific heats at constant pressure to constant volume. 
The flux, F, is related to the dependent variables, ~, in the following manner: 
F = A¢ ,  (Sa) 
OF O0 
0x = A ~x" (5b) 
However, in finite difference calculations the A-matrix from equation (Sa) is not necessarily the 
same as that calculated form equation (Sb). Given F~ and Ox as knowns, the nonlinear elements 
of A are found in the expansion of equation (Sb). In cylindrical or spherical geometry, the nonlinear 
terms of the matrix involving the undifferentiated terms are the same as that of equation (Sb). 
Then the conservation equation, equation (1) can be exactly expressed as 
04~ dO 
+a-~x =0. (6) 
The solution at the new time, t(n + 1), can be written in closed form as 
O(n + 1) = r * ~(n). (7) 
Equation (7) represents a Taylor series expansion of an exponential operator, 
where Dx represents he operator I 0/Ox (I is the identity matrix), which could be expanded in a 
finite series by means of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem (see Korn and Korn [9]). But, for 
applications considered in this paper, a second-order xpansion is more than adequate. 
Define OA/O~ to be the Hessian of F. Then the expansion of O(n + 1) to second order is given 
by 
O(n + 1) = O(n) -- .Idt [AOx] + 
In terms of fluxes, equation (9a 
¢(n  + 1) = ¢(n)  - 
( 'dt ' fdt" /2) , IA2Oxx+{A(~)Ox+(~)O~A}Oxl .  (9a) 
can be rewritten as 
3. THE MOVING GRID SCHEME 
Very good results have been achieved with moving grid schemes on a variety of problems [l, 2]. 
However, the MFE method is very difficult to apply to different classes of problems because the 
penalty functions which are used to regularize the ill-conditioning of the scheme must be finely 
tuned. 
The approach taken in this paper is a modification of the simplified (MFD) scheme of Kansa 
et al. [10]. In that scheme, the penalty function approach for controlling rid motion was dropped 
in favor of a regridding scheme. The basic modification in this paper is that the grid velocities are 
part of an explicit time-integration scheme, rather than an implicit scheme. 
The conservation equations in a moving frame have the following form: 
aO OF vaO 
+ - -  =0, (10) 
0t 0x 0x 
where the grid velocity, v, is arbitrary. In the absence of source terms, a grid velocity can be locally 
chosen so as to make each dependent variable invariant in that local frame. Because it is desired 
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that a common grid and grid velocity be used by all the dependent variables, the common grid 
velocity is chosen in which the dependent variables are stationary in the least-squares sense [10]. 
In summary, the local grid velocity is chosen by 
(OF/Ox) O_~ x 
v =(O~/Ox), if ¢ 0 
=0, if 0~-x  =0. (11) 
Thus, at a simple wave such as a shock or contact discontinuity, equation (11) is a restatement 
of the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions from which the respective shock or contact velocity 
follows. At a left or right traveling rarefaction, equation (11) yields the appropriate local left or 
right characteristic velocity. The time-integration scheme, equation (9), is the same, except hat the 
A-matrix is now repaced by A -vL  and Fx is replaced by Fx -  v~x. 
In order to better understand the utility of a moving grid scheme, consider the simple case of 
a propagating shock in the Eulerian frame [see equation (1)], which is represented by a piecewise 
constant function with the jump discontinuity located at x = xj. F~ (x +) and Fx (x f )= O, 
respectively; but F~ (xj) = _+ m which implies equation (1) is undefined. However ~, (xj-) = ~ 
(x +) = 0, and ~x (xj)= ___ or, also. In the moving frame, equation (10) may be defined if it is 
possible to cancel the infinitives. Equation (11) can be used to determine the grid velocity provided 
some limiting process can be utilized to find the proper limit. This will be discussed in the next 
section. 
Even though the correct velocities can be obtained at a shock using equation (11), there still 
remains the problem of preventing points from coming too close, crossing and congregating about 
steep gradients. After the time integration has been performed and the grid has been moved, the 
solution is examined, and as with the Lagrangian scheme, regridding may occur if points come 
too close so as to tangle and push points away from steep gradients. Further details are found in 
Ref. [10]. 
Regridding can be simplified if one considers flows with shocks to be piecewise continuous. In 
each region flagged as a shock, contact, or rarefaction, the solution is considered to be 
approximated by a continuous function. Regridding, if necessary, occurs in each piecewise 
continuous region. If waves approach within a distance E, of collision, then a Riemann solver is 
used to define new states. This will be discussed later. If continuous flow develops a discontinuity 
such as in Ref. [10], the moving grid scheme bunches grid points at the developing discontinuity. 
When the spacing is less than or equal to 10 -4 , an approximate step function is inserted. 
4. CONTINUOUS APPROXIMATIONS OF DISCONTINUITIES 
The Riemann shock tube problem (to be presented later) was first attempted in the moving grid 
frame using piecewise linear, and parabolic polynomials, as well as several forms of artificial 
viscosity and heat conduction. Even though the shock was very thin, 5 10 -5, numerical errors 
persisted. After considerable numerical experimentation, it is conjectured that the difficulty lies with 
representing a discontinuity by a simple polynomial expansion (see also Greenstadt [11]). 
Korn and Korn [9] have presented several approximate functions for the step function. The 
choice used in this paper approximates a step function by the arctan function 
(f, +f )  ( f  - f l )  tan_l [s (x - x0)] (12a) f (x) = 2 + ,t 
and s = k/(x, - x~) for x in [xt, x,] and wheref  andf  are the endpoint values of the discontinuity, 
x0 is the midpoint of the discontinuity, and s is the spreading parameter. In the limit of s going 
to infinity as  (x r --~l) goes to zero, f (x )  becomes a true step function. 
Three mesh points are sufficient o represent a "discontinuity": the two endpoints and the 
midpoint. Successive differentiation of equation (12a) yields the following midpoint derivatives: 
f " (xo) = ( f  - f )  s/n, (12b) 
f ' (xo )=O.  (12c) 
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At the endpoints, the rules of calculus (see Korn and Korn [9]) are used to determine the derivatives 
at either side of a discontinuity. 
f ' (x , )=f ' (x i - ) ;  f " (x , )=f"(x i - )  (12d) 
f ' (x~)=f'(x+);  f"(Xr)=f"(X + ) (12e) 
Note that at the endpoints of a rarefaction fan, the function is continuous, but the derivatives are 
not. Equations (12d) and (12e) are used at the appropriate locations. 
Each component of F and q~ is fitted by its own step function at a "discontinuity". The grid 
velocity is found by using the appropriate flux and dependent variable derivatives, equation (12b) 
in equation (11). The entire "discontinuity" from x~ to xr moves at the grid velocity. Since one can 
store the appropriate derivatives, the same time-marching scheme, equation (9) can be used 
everywhere except at the boundary. Numerical experimentation has shown that in a moving frame, 
the first and second order terms of equation (9) are identically zero where the step function 
approximation is used. Using equation (12) in equation (9) equation (9) requires no artificial 
dissipation. 
In the limit of I x , -  xj[~0, the approximate step function maps into a true step function. Not 
all approximating functions behave in this manner. Furthermore, the rules of calculus are followed 
and no inconsistent approximations are used. 
In the rarefaction fan, the most accurate flux and dependent variable (equations 2 and 3) spatial 
derivatives were obtained in the following manner. Three point differencing schemes were 
disappointingly inaccurate. A global polynomial expansion for each component of the flux and 
dependent variable within the rarefaction fan was assumed to exist. The order of the expansion 
was successively increased until no further improvement of the fit was noticed. Then the local first 
and second derivatives were formed and stored. 
In cylindrical or spherical geometry, special care is necessary for determining the grid velocities 
at discontinuities. The divergence of the flux can be expanded as the sum of the derivative of the 
flux plus an undifferentiated term multiplied by (n/r) (n = 1 for cylindrical or n = 2 for spherical 
geometry) where r > 0. The correct grid velocity, (see equation 11) is found by using equation 12 
and going to the limit of [Xr- Xt[--~0. The undifferentiated term is negligibly small (r > 0) in the 
limiting process. 
5. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Five example problems are presented. These are: the Riemann shock tube problem in cartesian 
geometry, the von Neumann spherical blast wave problem [12], the spherical blast wave problem 
of Noh [13], and the shock tube problem involving an interacting shock with a steep-down and 
a step-up contact discontinuity. The latter problems are especially interesting since they involve the 
adaptive mesh refinement techniques of Berger and Oliger [7] and Hedstrom and Rodrigue [8]. 
Since the Riemann solver is used extensively in this paper for both initial conditions as well as 
wave collisions, it is instructive to outline its use in the process of solving several sets of problems. 
Depending upon the input left and right state densities, velocities, and pressures, located at x~ 
and x, the Riemann solver will produce one of five possible middle state configurations. They are: 
(1) middle vacuum state; (2) a left and fight rarefaction; (3) a left shock and right rarefaction; (4) 
a left and right shock and (5) a left rarefaction and a right shock. If the middle left and middle 
right densities are unequal, then a density discontinuity exists. 
Figure 1 illustrates the use of the Riemann solver to construct new states as a result of wave 
collisions. If the separation of two existing waves, each being located at x~ and xr, respectively, and 
Ix, - x~[ ~ E, where E is arbitrarily chosen to be l0 -3, then the time interval to collision, Atl, can 
be calculated. Then the Riemann solver yield new states with new wave speeds. The time interval, 
AtE, tO the same separation can be calculated as well as the location within that separation of all 
the intermediate waves using the new wave velocities. 
The program flow is as follows: 
A. The solution is initialized on a grid. 
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Fig. I. Schematic illustrating the use of the Riemann solver and construction of new post collision states. 
B. If necessary, the Riemann solver is used. 
C. Then the first and second flux and dependant variable derivatives are calculated. 
D. The A-matrix and Hessian are formed. 
E. Then the grid velocities are calculated. 
F. The solution and grid is advanced in time. 
G. If necessary, regridding is performed. 
The cycle is started at step B again. 
The first case to be considered is the Riemann shock tube problem which was previously 
calculated by Sod [14] and Harten and Hyman [15] with the initial discontinuity at x = 1/2. At 
t = 0, a Riemann solver was used to initialize the solution at a time step At, on the domain [0, 1]. 
A rarefaction wave propagates backwards while a shock, followed by a contact surface propagates 
forward. This system has an analytic self-similar solution. The shock and contact surface propagate 
forward at contact velocities. The rarefaction fan propagates backwards along the local u-a 
characteristic, where u and a are the local particle and sound velocities. 
Figures 1-3 show the numerical solution for a ? = 1.4 gas at t = 0.25. The diamonds in these 
figures and all subsequent figures represent the actual solution at the indicated nodal position. Note 
that because the conservative variables (see equation 2) were used, the gas velocity and pressure 
at a discontinuity may not necessarily be the midpoint values. All "discontinuities" are spread over 
a distance of 10 -4. 
The second problem attempted was the von Neumann [12] infinite shock, spherical blast wave 
problem. Ahead of the shock, p ~ u = 0 and p = 1. The pressure behind the shock at radius, r = 1, 
was specified to be 100. A special routine was used to initialize the solution behind the shock. 
From the analysis of Zel'dovich et al. [16] and Thompson [17], the following relations can be 
obtained for a 7 = 5/3 gas: 
p=4tS ;  u=(r / t )a  and p=(r / t )2~.  (13) 
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Fig. 2. Shock tube density profile (7 = 1.4) at t = 0.25. 
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Fig. 4. Shock tube pressure profile (y = 1.4) a t  t = 0.25.  
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Fig. 3. Shock tube particle velocity profile (7 = 1.4) at 
t = 0.25. 
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Fig. 5. yon Neumann blast wave (7 = 5/3)  density profile at 
t = 0.0346. 
Using the above relations in m and E as well as the fluxes, the following relation was observed: 
(~--~- -t- ~ ~r (r2 p)" (14) 
Because of the (I/t) multiplying the flux transport terms, the integrating factor of equation (9) is 
In(t), rather than dr 
Special attention is necessary at r = 0. The temperature goes to infinity while the density and 
velocity go to zero. The pressure goes to a nonzero value. To prevent numerical infinities, the 
solution was integrated from the shock inwards to a small radius, r0. Because the gradients vanish 
at the origin, the values at the origin are thus determined. 
The results for density, gas velocity, and pressure are shown in Figs 5-10 at two different times. 
As expected, the grid velocities are (2/5)(r/t) exactly. In the moving frame, only density is 
self-similar. The velocity and pressure decay. The In(t) integrating factor gives the correct temporal 
behavior without unnecessarily small time step. 
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Fig. 6. von Neumann blast wave (7 = 5/3) gas velocity 
profile at t - -0 .0346.  
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Fig. 7. yon Neumann blast wave (~, = 5/3) pressure profile 
at t = 0.0346. 
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Fig. 8. von Neumann blast wave (T = 5/3) density profile at 
t = 0.1346. 
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Fig. 9. von Neumann blast wave (y = 5/3) gas velocity 
profile at t = O. 1346. 
The next problem to be discussed is Noh's [13] spherically divergent shock problem. At time 
t = 0, a y = 5/3 gas at zero pressure, density of one, converges within a sphere at a gas velocity 
of - 1. Then at the center, a shock develops with a density of 64, gas velocity of zero, and pressure 
of 64/3 moving outwards at a shock velocity of 1/3. Noh's challenge is to run the problem to a 
time of t = 0.6. 
In order to solve the shock state due to the focusing of gas at the origin, the Riemann solver 
must be modified for infinite shocks and cylindrical and spherical geometry. The procedure will 
be outlined only for Noh's [13] problem rather than the more general problem. As soon as the gas 
moves inward, it is adiabatically compressed by the spherical focusing. Since the initial pressure 
is zero, the pressure inward, but not at the origin is also zero. The inward gas motion is self-similar 
motion with a constant gas velocity of u = - 1, the mass conservation equation can be integrated 
to yield 
p=( l+t / r )  2 for r>0 (15) 
with the boundary condition that at 
r=- t ,  p=l .  
Because of spherical symmetry, the gas velocity must be zero. Using the notation that the 
subscript I and r refer to the left and right states ahead of the shock, and m as the new middle 
shock state, the known quantities are u,,,  Pt = P, = 0; Ur = -- 1, U~ = 1. The unknown quantities are 
P,~, Pro, uS ,  = -uS1  and p, = Pl. 
Following Courant et aL [18], the 
u,,= 
Pm = 
Pm 
uS,  = 
where 
resulting relations for the Pt = Pr = 0 case are 
0, (16) 
p,u~/(1 - g2) ,  (17) 
p,/t~ ~, (18) 
- -  uS  t = u," [1 -- 1/(1 -- #2)], (19) 
U 2 = (y - 1)/(y + 1). (20) 
The density Pt = P, ahead of the shock is located at 
r = us, t = t .u , [1  - 1/(1 - #~)], (21) 
which then specifies p,. 
Thus, for a y -- 5/3 gas, Pr = 16, p,, = 64, us, = 1/3, and Pm= 64/3. 
The results in Figs 11-13 are very accurate for several reasons. First, the modified Riemann 
solver found the correct shock velocity, pressure, and density as well as the hot shock density. 
Second, because the flow is considered to be mathematically piecewise continuous, incorrect 
information is not spuriously propagated. Third, approximating discontinuities by equation (12) 
has the advantage that there are no viscosity or heating as required by the polynomial 
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Fig. 10. yon Neumann blast wave (T = 5/3) gas pressure 
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Fig. 12. Noh's spherical shock (7 = 5/3) gas velocity profile 
at t = 0.6. 
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Fig. 11. Noh's spherical shock (7 = 5/3) density profile at 
t =0.6.  
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Fig. 13. Noh's spherical shock 0' = 5/3) pressure profile at 
t =0.6. 
approximations. Fourth, using a moving grid scheme where the points move at their correct 
velocities casts a complicated time-dependent system of PDEs into a simple system of self-similar 
equations. 
The next problem in slab geometry is adapted from Harlow and Amsden [19]. At t = 0, an 
incoming gas of velocity u = - 1, p = 0 hits a rigid wall located at x = 0. The initial gas density 
is 2 for x ~< 1/2 and unity for 1/2 < x ~< 1. The Riemann solver produces an outgoing shock moving 
at a velocity of 1/3 and an incoming contact discontinuity moving at a velocity of -1 .  Figures 
14-16 show the density, velocity, and pressure at t = 0.2 after the shock formation. Figure 17 shows 
the density at t = 0.3169 just prior to the shock colliding with the contact discontinuity. 
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Fig. 14. Shock collision with step-down contact (~ = 5/3), 
density profile t = 0.2 (before collision). 
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15. Shock collision with step-down contact (7 = 5/3), 
gas velocity profile t = 0.2 (before collision). 
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Fig. 16. Shock collision with step-down contact (~ = 5/3), 
pressure profile t = 0.2 (before collision). 
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Fig. 17. Shock collision with step-down contact (~, = 5/3), 
density profile at collision at t = 0.3184. 
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Fig. 18. Shock collision with step-down contact (~, = 5/3), 
density profile after collision at t = 0.3184. 
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Fig. 19. Shock collision with step-down contact (? = 5/3), 
density profile at t = 0.4184. 
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Fig. 20. Shock collision with step-down contact (7 = 5/3), Fig. 21. Shock collision with step-down contact (7 = 5/3), 
gas velocity profile at t = 0.4184. pressure profile at t = 0.4184. 
At the time of collision, the Riemann solver is used again, yielding a left traveling rarefaction, 
and a fight traveling contact discontinuity and a shock with velocities 0.166 and 0.5547, 
respectively. Note that the adaptive mesh refinement inserted mesh points to resolve the post 
collision states. Figures 18-20 show the density, gas velocity, and pressure at t = 0.4184. 
The last problem to be considered is also taken from Harlow and Amsden [19]. At t = 0, the 
initial state was defined to have a pressure equal to 10 -4, an incoming gas velocity of - 1, and a 
density of 1 for x ~< 1/2 and 8/3 for x < 1/2 ~< 1. At x = 0, there is a rigid wall. A flow with a density 
jump hits a rigid wall, and a shock is formed. The shock proceeds to the right and collides with 
a step-up contact discontinuity. The Riemann solver, at the time of collision, gives as solutions a 
fight and left traveling shock. Figure 22 shows the shock traveling at t = 0.2 to the right with a 
velocity Vs = 0.333 and a constant surface moving to the left at the velocity of - 1. Figure 23 at 
t = 0.31686 is the density plot just prior to collision. Figure 24 shows the new states after collision 
at t -- 0.31867. Although this appears to be an overshoot, the new states are spread over a distance 
of 0.001. The new state has two shocks, the left shock has a velocity of -0.909 and the fight shock 
has a velocity of 0.0356. The middle contact has a velocity of -0.223. 
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Fig. 22. Shock collision with step-up contact (Y = 5/3), 
density profile at t = 0.2, shock velocity 0.33, and contact 
velocity - 1. 
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Fig. 23. Shock collision with step-up contact (Y = 5/3), 
density profile at t = 0.3169 prior to shock-contact ollision. 
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Fig. 24. Shock collision with step-up contact (Y = 5/3), 
density profile at t=0.3187 after collision. Left shock 
velocity = -0.909,  middle contact = -0.223,  fight shock 
velocity = 0.035. 
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Fig. 25. Shock collision with step-up contact (Y = 5/3), 
density profile at t = 0.418 prior to left shock hitting wall. 
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Fig. 26. Shock collision with step-up contact (7 = 5/3), 
density profile after left shock collides with wall at t --- 0.463. 
New left shock velocity = 0.76. 
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Fig. 27. Shock collision with step-up contact (Y = 5/3), 
density profile before left shock collides with contact at 
t = 0.563. 
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Fig. 28. Shock collision with step-up contact (7 = 5/3), 
density profile prior to a new left shock hit wall at t = 0.648. 
Fig. 29. Shock collision with step-up contact (Y = 5/3), 
density profile at t = 0.703. 
Figure 25 shows the density at t = 0.4186 with left shock approaching the wall. At t = 0.418, 
Fig. 26 shows the density plot after wall collision. The shock which hit the wall proceeding forward 
with a velocity of 0.7602. Figure 27 at t = 0.563 shows the density profile just prior to the collision 
of the contact with the left shock which previously rebounded off the wall. 
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Fig. 30. Shock collision with step-up contact (7 = 5/3), Fig. 31. Shock collision with step-up contact 0' = 5/3), 
density profile at t = 0.728. density profile at t = 0.775. 
The calculations continue to proceed with the adaptive mesh refinement scheme working well. 
The calculations were arbitrarily stopped at t = 0.805. Four additional density plots are presented 
without additional analysis. No instabilities have occurred because accurate solutions from the 
Riemann solver were used to define the collision states, a moving grid scheme was used, and a 
mathematically-consistent approximate step function was used without artificial viscosity. In this 
particular calculation, no CFL time restrictions were necessary since the first and second order time 
corrections [see equation (9b)] were identically zero. 
6. SUMMARY 
The results presented in this paper are highly accurate for several reasons. The most important 
reason is the consistency of the numerical approach to the treatment of piecewise continuous 
functions. A discontinuity is spread over a small region and is approximated by the continuous 
step function approximation found in Korn and Korn [9]; derivatives are easily formed from the 
step function approximation. Furthermore, derivative formation on either side of a "discon- 
tinuity", or a cusp is formed either from the derivative from the left or right of the "discontinuity", 
or a cusp. The same time integration scheme is used throughout the computational domain which 
uses derivative information at a given point, see equation (9). It is conjectured that much of the 
difficulty associated with flows with discontinuities is the inconsistent approximations of discon- 
tinuities and the inconsistent formation of derivatives at "discontinuities"; hence, the need for 
artificial viscosity and thermal conductivity. 
The next very useful tool is the use of moving grids. Formally, the grid velocities are unspecified. 
The approach taken was to choose the grid velocities in such a manner so as to cast the system 
of PDEs into steady ODEs in the least squares ense. Thus, at a shock or contact discontinuity, 
the grid velocity is automatically chosen to be the correct shock or particle velocity, respectively. 
In the rarefaction region, the grid velocity is automatically chosen to be the appropriate local left 
or right characteristic velocity. In the event of most of the points coming too close together or even 
crossing, a separate rezoning algorithm in each piecewise continuous region is applied after the 
time-integration step. Points are forced apart or to regions of curvature without he use of penalty 
functions. 
When points tend to cross, this may be an indication of either a new discontinuity developing 
(see Kansa et al. [10] and Greenstadt [11]) or waves colliding. A nonlinear Riemann solver was 
used to initialize the solution or to initialize very accurate new states in the event of wave collisions. 
In the case of wave collisions, an adaptive mesh refinement scheme was used to insert more mesh 
points sufficient o define the structure of the post collision states. Although the bookkeeping 
requirements are much more complex than simply using a large number of points, the reward is 
a considerable increase of computational efficiency because a minimal number of points were used. 
At least at a shock or contact discontinuity, numerical experimentation has shown that the 
moving grid time-marching scheme can be unconditionally stable. For unconditional stability at 
a discontinuity, it was found that the approximate step function of either the arctan, error function, 
etc., must be used to approximate he discontinuity, and the A-matrix was constructed by equation 
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(5b). Then, by construction, the first and second order terms of the time-marching scheme, equation 
(9), are identically zero in the moving frame of the contact or shock. 
For problems with a small physical viscosity and thermal conductivity, it is suggested that steep 
gradients be treated by appropriate well-known analytical solutions. Greenstadt's [11] suggestion 
of well-known physical solutions in difficult regions seems to warrant further investigation. 
The next extension of this method is two spatial dimensions. In order to simplify the numerical 
efforts, the 2-D adaptive mesh refinement echniques of Berger and Oliger will be used. Waves 
traveling obliquely to the coarser grid can be adequately resolved by permitting finer grids to be 
oriented in the wave direction. Grid velocities will be chosen to simplify numerical calculations. 
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